The benEfits of block watch

why block
Watch?

»» The program is FREE.
»» The program is EASY.
»» It helps citizens feel better about their
neighborhoods.
»» It helps to reduce crime on the block.
»» It helps obtain police services.
»» It helps to apprehend criminals.
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What CAn block watch
do for me?
Communication
The Renton Police Department Block Watch
Program opens the lines of communication
between neighbors, from citizens to the police
department, and from the police department to
the citizens.
Good communication include tips, tools and
information, as well as crime reporting. It enables
the neighborhood to be the eyes and ears of
the police department, plan coordinated action,
and have resources on which to draw in times of
trouble.
Focusing on direct communication between
police officers and citizens can also give the
officer a sense of support from the community,
as well as give the citizen the sense that police
officers are not just faceless uniforms, and
increases understanding in both directions.

security
The Block Watch Program provides security
information on locks, latches, lights, physical
environment, alarms, etc. Information which can
be used to increase your security at home or in an
apartment community. Enhancing the security of
your environment reduces the chance of a burglar
gaining entry to your home and may minimize
property loss in the event of an entry. Call the
Community Programs Unit for a free secuity
survey of your home, 425-430-7521.

education & information
The Block Watch Program provides crime
prevention information and statistics. This assists
residents in accessing police department and
city services, and gives them current information
as to tools and risks which can assist citizens in
planning, preparation, and crime prevention.
Information allows neighbors to define problems
correctly and to reach an informed consensus on
possible solutions and a plan of action.

Strengths in numbers
There is a political and practical strength in
speaking in a loud, unified voice, whether to
the police department, the city, legislators,
or in “speaking” to the neighborhood and
community. In addition, working in numbers
makes citizens stronger against crime and fear
and reduces the burden that any one citizen
must carry for the group. Since fear can be
paralyzing, reducing isolation is an extremely
important element of Block Watch.

